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Oakland’s most popular new neighborhoods
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737 Second St. in Jack London Square
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The view of Jack London Square from the top-floor unit in the Phoenix Lofts. It sold for $445K in 17 days
in February.

As SFGate reported last week, Oakland’s housing market has transformed over the
last few years, and agents at East Bay-based Red Oak Realty say that buyers have
had to look outside of the usual neighborhoods to find a home.
“Five years ago, buyers would ask about Rockridge. Then it became Temescal,” says
Red Oak agent Stacey Merryman. “Now buyers ask for the Grand Lake and downtown
areas.”
Jack London Square
Downtown Oakland and Jack London Square’s newly built condos and lofts are
particularly popular with young singles and even retirees, says agent Patrick Leaper:
“[They] are almost rushing to Jack London Square, as well as Uptown and the Lake
Merritt area.”
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According to data Red Oak compiled from the MLS, the median price for condos in
Jack London Square has increased 101% since 2010 (271K vs. 545K today). The Jack
London Square one-bedroom, one bath top-floor loft in the photo gallery above sold in
February for $445K in just 17 days.
Redwood Heights
Redwood Heights has also exploded in popularity in the last few years. In 2010,
according to Red Oak, the median price for a single-family home in the neighborhood
was $460K. Today it is 53% higher—$702K—and the average days on market has
dropped from 72 in 2010 to 17 today. The Redwood Heights two-bedroom, one-bath
home in the gallery below is a perfect example. It listed for $599K on June 5 and sold
after only 12 days on the market with a nice bump at $710K.
3363 Guido in Oakland's Redwood Heights Neighborhood
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This two-bedroom home in Oakland's newly popular Redwood Heights neighborhood sold for 710K, nearly
20% over asking, in 12 days.

The neighborhood is especially popular with young families, as are the Laurel,
Oakmore and Glenview, according to Red Oak agents. “Families want to be close to
commerce but want neighborhood connection,” explains Merryman. In fact, these
neighborhoods have gotten so popular so quickly that neighboring areas have been
rising as well.
Dimond District
Many agents pointed to the Dimond as the Oakland neighborhood to watch this year.
While the median price is up only 9% since 2010 (from 490K to 536K), the area will
likely be heatingNe
upws
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According to agent Diedre Joyner: “Over the last five years, Oakmore and Glenview
have grown so popular, there is now a spillover into Lincoln Heights and the Dimond.
Specifically, as buyers have a harder time getting homes that appeal to them in their
price range in Glenview, more spill into Dimond. There is also a public bus down the
hill at Fruitvale and MacArthur, and there are two grocery stores—Farmer Joe’s and
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Safeway—plus Peet’s Coffee and LaFarine within reach. Additionally, Dimond has a
real neighborhood vibe and is doing community activities, such as Oaktoberfest.”
Have the hills peaked?
But as some neighborhoods rise, others have fallen off of buyers’ most-wanted lists.
Maxwell Park has “lost its zing,” according to Leaper. And a renewed interest in
“walkability” has made those formerly super-popular “view” homes in Oakland and
especially in neighboring Berkeley a little less desirable as well. “I think there are now
great values in the hills compared to other parts of Berkeley,” says Red Oak agent
Emma Morris. Good news for buyers in a market where the “great values” are
becoming fewer and farther between.
Emily Landes is a writer and editor who is obsessed with all things real estate. She
also has a DIY problem that she blogs about at pritical.com.
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